
 

 

expanding horizons. 
Waterworks Offshore Concepts is the first and only ship finance provider purely to the offshore 
renewable energy industry with state-of-the-art and flexible ship finance solutions strengthened 
by exclusive brokerage services. We provide private equity and bank financing whether for 
existing fleets, fleet expansion and renewal or newbuilding projects. Renewable energy will be 
the primary source of power in the future and offshore renewables play a huge part in the 
ongoing transition. With almost limitless potential this green industry is waiting for innovation 
from the inside. 
Waterworks Offshore Concepts is acting in its own innovative way to shape the future of the 
renewable energy industry. Modern ship finance meets high-quality brokerage and advisory from 
a young and skilled team who pride themselves on hanseatic reliability. 
 

Business Development/ Shipbroker (f/m/d) 

Ship Finance & Brokerage Offshore Renewables 

what we offer. 

A young, open-minded and professional work environment with flexible hours and home-office 

possibilities. Competitive remuneration plus commission share for the deals closed. Huge 

potential to develop your own client base, find your own niche and shape your own path in a 

growing and internationally expending company. 

who we look for. 

The ideal candidate has high communication skills, an open mind towards new challenges and 

the ability to solve problems efficient and smooth. Speaking the English language fluent is a must, 

the more languages the better. 

If Shipping or Offshore is included in your work experience, great. If not, we still like to hear from 

you if you feel this opportunity is the right one. 

the Role. 

Acquiring new clients in the offshore renewable energy markets, developing new business 

through networking. Always looking for the best way to deliver as much added value to a certain 

project or client as possible. Initiating, closing and analyzing Finance, Sale & Purchase and M&A 

contracts. Occasional travel to Clients, Exhibitions or Conferences. 

Offshore Renewable Energy is growing and going strong. If you are keen to write your own story 

in this field, we would like to get to know you! 

We are looking forward to receiving your application, together with your salary expectations and 

earliest possible date of entry by E-Mail addressed to Mr. Sven Boedewig and Mr. Valentin 

Hartmann: ship@waterworks-offshore.com 


